FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Museum of Teaching And Learning (MOTAL) To Host Benefit To Support Their Latest Exhibit,
Two Roads, One Journey: Education in China and the U.S.
FULLERTON, CA--October 6, 2014—The Museum of Teaching and Learning (MOTAL) announced that it will host a
fundraiser in support of their next project, Two Roads, One Journey: Education in China and the U.S. expected to open
for exhibition in spring of 2015. The event will host prominent Orange County celebrity appraiser, Yvonne Karn—a
Senior Member of The American Society of Appraisers who has been successfully appraising personal property,
conducting personal sales and brokering since 1975.
For an admission fee of $55 (or $500 for a table of 10), event attendees will be treated to a welcome reception, silent
auction, gourmet lunch and dessert followed by a presentation from Karn. She will share professional, “insider” tips on
what you should do to protect your heirlooms, what’s hot and what’s not in today’s antique market, how to look for
items of value and offer a current view on owning and caring for ivory. Even more exciting, eight attendees will receive
a complimentary appraisal by Yvonne Karn of an item of their choice.
All proceeds from the event will support Two Roads, One Journey: Education in China and the U.S. The exhibit will bring
together the power and cultural influences of education in the United States and China, showcasing the points of pride
and challenge for both countries. The exhibit will explore how education can be improved and take visitors on a thoughtprovoking journey into what goes on inside these dynamically different classrooms.
“We are delighted to bring our research to life,” states Founder Greta Nagel, Ph.D., “while offering the world a fresh
perspective on the educational relationship between the two world powers. Our Creative Team is comprised of talented
individuals with backgrounds and deep experience in both American and China--some of the best and brightest in the
field of education and exhibit design. They truly understand the importance of education and the global impact it has on
all of our futures. Our hope is that this launch event will not only provide MOTAL with an opportunity to live our mission
of providing quality educational events, but offer us much needed resources to springboard the exhibit’s creation.”
For more information on The Museum of Teaching and Learning and the upcoming event, visit www.MOTAL.org.
About MOTAL
MOTAL is a “museum on the move” and devoted to its mission, “We educate people about education.” Designed to raise
social awareness of the power and future of education, the museum’s engaging, interactive, and creative exhibits travel
the country impacting citizens to action, building respect for the teaching profession, and inspiring change in educators.
MOTAL has high hopes that this exhibit will allow both cultures an opportunity to learn from one another and
experience just how powerful a role education has on the world stage. For more information on The Museum of
Teaching and Learning visit www.MOTAL.org
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